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Clarification Notice
Due to honest mistakes of others in advertising this event:
• I am Ronald Franklin Avery;
• I am a licensed Architect & Interior Designer in the “State of
Texas;”
• I am the 23rd signer of the Architects and Engineers Petition
for a New Investigation of the Demolition of the World Trade
Center that now has 2,351 signers (9/10/15);
• I know and admire Richard Gage, founder of AE911Truth
incorporated, and have joined him in presentations in Texas;
• I am not a corporate member of AE911Truth;
• I am not a spokesperson for AE911Truth;
• I am not a member of AE911Truth;
• I do not represent AE911Truth;
• I generally like the work of AE911Truth and buy their
products.

Outline
• Magic & Humor of Popular Reaction to
Evidence;
• Investigation is OVER! Like it or not!
• Investigator has fled the country!
• State of the Union;
• What now?

Magic & Humor
• Who in here has never heard of Super
NanoThermite?
• Therefore, I will not bore you with a long
presentation of the plethora of evidence that
disprove the WDC-MSM Conspiracy Theory.
• But I will present sufficient evidence in the way
WDC-MSM would like you to process it.
• It is ridiculous for us to treat this tyrannous act
as if any in government cared to investigate it.
• We should not dignify them by pretending they
would investigate if shown sufficient evidence!

Humor of Facts versus Opinions
Did you know Super Nano-Thermite was discovered in all
the dust samples taken at the WTC?
What's that?
It’s a new steel cutting incendiary developed in 2000 at Los
Alamos and Lawrence Livermore U.S. military labs.
19 hijackers could not wire the WTC with that or put it in all
the dust samples.
Well Sir, you are entitled to your opinion, but I think
America is the greatest nation on earth!

Analyze That!
• Newly Informed (NI) sense immediately that they are no
longer entitled to their "opinion" about what happened at the
WTC and how it happened.
• NI want to maintain their right to believe what they want, and
they sense the only way to maintain such a right is to support
the right of the Informed to believe what they want.
• So NI attempt to change fact of Informed into an opinion.
• But Informed didn't tell NI an opinion, Informed had a fact
which destroyed all rights to a false opinion.
• Reaction of NI proves they know what that fact really means
even if they deny it and try to cling to their false opinion.
• NI are really never the same even if they act unchanged.
• Keep telling them the facts!

Why Reject Facts & Hold False
Opinions
Opinion Good
•
•
•
•
•
•

No change needed;
Call my Congressmen;
Socially acceptable;
Constant reinforcement &
encouragement;
At one with government;
Send the Troops.

Facts Bad
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Habits don’t work;
Don’t know what to do;
Don’t know who to trust;
Could lose friends;
Could lose job;
Could lose family;
Could be arrested or
worse;
Who ya gonna call?

How the Conspirators want you to
Process
Facts discovered about 9/11/01
All the Facts must support the assertion that
there were only 19 Cave Dwelling
“Radical, Islamo-fascist, Muslim Terrorists”
that “brought America to its knees on
9/11/01.”

How Folks are Required to Think of
9/11/01
• Read Email received from angry patriot
• Signed “Mad as Hell!”

A List of the most Significant Facts
of 9/11/01
1. No B-757 Jet parts found
in Shanksville, verified
by Coroner & Mayor;
2. No B-757 Jet parts found
at the Pentagon;
3. Exterior Impact Profile &
Interior damage pattern
at Pentagon doesn’t
match B-757;
4. Super Nano-Thermite,
both spent & Unspent,
found in all WTC Dust
Samples;

5. 47 Story WTC-7 fell into
its footprint at Free Fall
Acceleration in first 4
seconds of collapse;
6. Tons & Rivers of Molten
Iron, a byproduct of
Nano-Thermite
Reactions, were found in
Basements of all 3
Collapsed Skyscrapers;
7. No proof of any Muslim
boarding Jets allegedly
hijacked on 9/11/01.

The Previous List of 7 Facts is
Sufficient to Dismiss Forever
the Washington DC (WDC) Main Stream Media (MSM)
Conspiracy Theory about what
happened on 9/11/01 and who
did it.

Since all these earth shaking facts are well
known in America today, we know there will
be no evidence found and no movement big
enough to force a Federal Investigation of
the events of 9/11/01 because the Feds are
Complicit in this continuing conspiracy
against the Muslim Middle East and
American Liberty and property at home.

The Investigation is OVER!
• The 7 Earth Shaking Facts and the
network of conspirators have been
discovered at the price of personal injury
of the individual investigators.
• These Facts Resulted in no initiation of
any government investigation.
• An Official Federal Investigation is over
having never commenced.

Investigator, Discovering Who
Did It, Fled the Country!
• Investigative Journalist, Christopher Bollyn, conducted
his own investigation into the 9/11/01 Attacks and found
a network of people holding the same political and
religious ideology in the US government that control all
the stations necessary to Attack America and blame it on
those innocent of the crime and get away with it.
• During his investigation he was physically attacked in the
front yard of his home in Chicago by police and FBI and
charged & convicted of resisting arrest.
• While awaiting for his sentencing hearing he took his
family and fled to Sweden.
• The following slide illustrates this network within the
Federal Government that he has now exposed in his
book Solving 9-11 The Deception That Changed The
World:

Network Exposed by Bollyn

The Natural Conclusion:
• Bollyn says “Solving 9-11 Ends The War” and that was
the theme of his first book tour of America earlier this
year appearing on this BNB stage.
• Bollyn now says “The 9-11 Truth Movement Begins the
Revolution.” Why?
• Bollyn and I agree that there is no lawful union
government in America today to investigate the 9/11/01
Tyranny Attack.
• In order to investigate a criminal conspiracy of this
magnitude and nature you need a lawful government
with fully operational and opposing branches of
government.
• A dissolved unlawful government complicit in the crime
will never ever investigate themselves.

REVOLUTION
Versus
Pursuit of Lawful Government in Absence thereof
Revolution
•

•
•

Revolution is the act of
•
Rebels overthrowing a
lawful government.
Revolution is an unlawful
act against the people.
•
Dissolution is caused by
Rebels within a lawful
government.

Pursuit of Lawful
Government
Seeking Lawful
government when there
is none is a God given
right.
It is impossible for
people to overthrow a
dissolved government as
it is already overthrown
by the Rebels within it.

I am sure Bollyn means the 9-11
Truth Movement Starts the Pursuit
of Lawful government where there
is none due to dissolution caused
by rebels within the dissolved
government.

Why the Continuing 9-11
Conspiracy will never be
Investigated:
It is as Bollyn says, and I agree, a
continuing conspiracy that did not stop at
9/11/01 but has continued to this very day
and is intended to go on as the cornerstone
of the 21st Century World Domination by
Global Bankers Lead by Zionist Jews.

Purpose & Design of the On-Going
9-11-01 Conspiracy:
• Demolish two Obsolete,
half empty, condemned
asbestos filled
Skyscrapers, the Twin
Towers;
• Create Foundation for a
“New Grand Strategy to
assure America’s
superiority in the world.”
• Enter the Middle East
militarily to protect Israel;

• Enter the Middle East
militarily to control the
global Oil Supply;
• Protect and continue US
fraudulent paper currency
as the world’s Oil
Purchasing Currency;
• Establish an American
Police State to protect the
dissolved unlawful federal
government from the
enslaved people of
America.

Zalmay Khalilzad, Rand Corp, US Air Force,
Ambassador to defeated Afghanistan & Iraq

9-11-01 Conspiracy Continues
Anything done in the pursuit of the original
design and purpose
of the 9-11-01 Terrorist Conspiracy
by anyone reactivates all the crimes done and
reconnects and makes all the players
singularly and jointly liable for all the damage
done in pursuit of said purpose.

The Conspirators will never
Investigate themselves!
Duh….
What were we thinking?
Are we going to keep asking the guilty
to investigate themselves?

Now for the Good News!
The State of the Union is

Dissolved.

How the Union is Dissolved
Any Constitutional State or Union
is dissolved at the moment that it
alters its constitutional form by law
without the required permission of
the people by amendment.

Partial List of Constitutional Provisions
Altered by Law without Amendments
1. All Federal Gun Laws violate
2nd Amendment;
2. Creation of Federal Reserve
Bank to print paper money.
Violates Art. 1 Sec. 10 & 10th
Amendment;
3. All Currency laws permitting
use of paper debt notes as
currency instead of gold and
silver coin. Violates Art. 1
Sec. 10;
4. Patriot Act in violation of the
4th and 5th Amendment;

5. Direct Federal Taxes on
wages of individuals of the
several states without
apportionment. Violates Art. 1
Sec. 2 & 9;
6. The Present War commenced
by public law without a
Declaration of War. Violates
Art. 1 Sec. 8;
7. Bank Bailouts violate the 10th
Amendment;
8. Membership in the United
Nations government Violates
10th Amend.

It only takes one alteration
without amendment to
dissolve

There are multitudes of mere violation of
the Constitution, but they are not unto
Dissolution and may be cured by
operation of the courts and branches of
government of a lawful state.

However, any Alteration of any
Constitutional Provision by Law
without the required
Amendment does DISSOLVE
the government.

Great Breach of Trust also
Dissolves a Government
An obvious conspiracy the size of
9/11/01 against the people, killing
them and destroying their property
and preventing any government
investigation of it dissolves the
government.

Effect of Dissolution:
• Removes all Authority of Every Office and Department and
Employee & Agent & Contractor of the dissolved government.
• Dissolution cannot be cured by any act of the dissolved
government.
• A dissolved government loses its authority to act in any capacity
including to correct itself or re-authorize itself.
• It also frees all citizens from any moral or legal duty to conform to
any provision of the Constitution or any law ever made by the
dissolved government.
• Dissolution frees the citizens to make new lawful government for
the protection of their property consisting of their life, liberty and
possessions.
• The people may morally and lawfully resist any force used by the
dissolved government with force if necessary.

Solution is Limited because of
DISSOLUTION
• Lawful government cannot be made by electing new
people to sit in dissolved offices.
• A dissolved court cannot lawfully rule on any matter
brought before it finding anything, much less its own
authority.
• A dissolved legislature cannot lawfully pass or repeal
any law, much less one re-authorizing itself.
• A dissolved executive branch cannot lawfully investigate
or enforce any law, or issue any E.O. re-authorizing
itself.
• In the Absence of lawful government a new lawful
government may be formed by the people for the
protection of their property consisting of life, liberty, and
possessions.

What Now?

Create Lawful Government
• Declare the Observation of the Dissolution
of the United States of America.
• Draft & Ratify New Constitution for the
Union of American Sovereign States.

What does Declaration of
Observation of Dissolution do?
• Declares the present reality of the dissolved condition of the
old union under the old constitution.
• Declares the undeniable, irrefutable, compelling evidence why
the old union is dissolved.
• Declares the effect of the dissolution and the rights of the
people to form new lawful government for their protection.
• Seeks the support of the rest of the world to not assist the
dissolved government in oppressing the people in their God
given right to pursue lawful government.
• Establishes irrefutable reason why there can be no loyal
states that remain in the dissolved union.
• Proves the innocence of the people and the culpability of the
tyrants and rebels in government in its overthrow and
dissolution.

Declaration of Dissolution Does not
1. Dissolve the dissolved union but merely
declares the observation of it;
2. Establish a new government, but rather
declares the right to form a new one
without threat or harm from dissolved
government.

Draft & Ratify New Union
Constitution
• No one in the dissolved federal
government can participate in the making
of a Re-Constitution;
• Re-Constitution sets forth the Principles of
Property that all lawful governments are
based upon;
• Re-Constitution also sets the penalty for
violation of said principles.

10 Main Principles of Property
•

•
•

•
•
•

The citizens are sovereign over the
government they create for their own benefit
by their delegated authority limited to the
protection of property, not by the transfer of
their properties to the state;
The sole purpose of government is the
protection of the property (life, liberty, and
possessions) of the citizens;
People leave the state of nature to join in
societies to secure their property, not to
knowingly or unknowingly sacrifice their
property for the betterment of the whole of
society or the world;
No person ought to, nor has a right or
authority to invade or harm the property of
another – Natural Law of Torts;
No person can delegate, give, or confer
upon another more authority than they have
in themselves – Law of Delegated Authority;
Therefore, no government can lawfully
acquire a right, immunity, or prerogative to
invade or harm the property of another
without recourse in the courts – Sovereign
Immunity for government not possible;

Further, this is why no government may lawfully
make war but only declare a war already in
existence by proving injury without cause;
•
The perversion of justice and the cheating of
a person in the courts results in the
continuation of a state of war with the injured
party and if conducted against a class of
citizens or all citizens with regard to the law
of the land the result is complete dissolution
of the union and the state; 9/11 Tyranny
Attack.
•
All law is the collective individual right of
each citizen to defend their lives, liberties
and possessions with force;
•
The Re-Constitution of a new union
government must reflect these fundamental
principles and should strengthen them when
amended;
•
All political issues can be lawfully, legally
and morally determined by the application of
these founding principles now abandoned in
favor of false global economic propaganda.

Thousands of Groups Wanting Lawful Government
on One of Two Issues Should Unite to Fix It All at
One Time.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reform Movements
Restoration Movements
Take-Back Movements
Amendment Movements
Election Movements
Abolition Movements
Education Movements
Repeal Movements

• Defund Movements
• Litigation Movements
• Secession Movements
(cannot secede from dissolved
government)

• Libertarian Economic
Movements (Free markets don’t
exist under dissolved tyrannous
governments)

• Anarchists Movements
(Absence of Government cannot
prevent unlawful government)

None have had success!

9/11 Truth is
The Beginning
of the
Pursuit of
Lawful Government!
Which is Our God Given
Right!
Some call it
“REVOLUTION”

There will never be any justice
or investigation of any crime
against the people or perversion
of law until we obtain
LAWFUL GOVERNMENT

JOIN
THE
PURSUIT
TODAY!

